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Abstract— Now a day surveying instruments are advanced and more accurate. These instruments have precision
which gives less erroneous data, and have capabilities to analyse data and prepares maps with ease. Total station is
one such instrument which is widely used because of its long distance reading and quick measuring ability. It
measures distance with an accuracy of about 1.5 millimetres +2 parts per million over a distance of up to 1,500
meters. Reflector less total station can measure distance to any object that is reasonably light in colour, up to a few
hundred meter. Manual errors involved in reading and Electronic display unit is capable of displaying various values
when respective keys are pressed. Each point data can be stored in an electronic note book automatically. This
instrument can be especially used for two types of work namely general survey i.e. collection of data from field, and
stakeout data on field. This paper presents a surveying work carried out using advanced electronic surveying
instrument - total station. This work has been done in two stages. In the first stage surveying work on field is carried
out to collect the actual ground. In the second stage the data has been analysed and map was prepared using
commercial software.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Total station is a unique instrument consisting of a combination of Electronic Distance Measurement [EDM] and
theodolite.
As the name indicates it can be used for all kind of works which requires to a Station. It has high precision, but it is
expensive and is sensitive instrument. It require skilled operator and much care is required handling
The five types of data which can be collected using Total station are:
i) horizontal angle
ii) vertical angle
iii) horizontal distance
iv) vertical distance
v) sloping distance
This data can be stored in its memory automatically and can be retrieved as when it is required for analysis. The
output in the form of digitized maps and layouts can be obtained easily. The main feature of this instrument is its
range which is around two kilometres.
The instrument used for carrying out the University survey was Trimble M3 DR 5” total station.
II. PARTS OF TOTAL STATION
i) Carrying Handle
ii) Objective lens
iii) Eyepiece focus
iv) Touch display
v) Keyboard
vi) Vertical circle
vii) Vertical circle screw
viii) Horizontal circle
ix) Horizontal circle screw
x) Tribrach
xi) Tribrach foot screws
xii) Tribrach lock
xiii) Base
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xiv) Peep sight
xv) Data input/output connector
xvi) Focussing ring
III. COMPONENTS OF TOTAL STATION
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Tripod stand
Prism
Prism rod
Total station machine
III. STEPS INVOLVED IN CARRYING OUT OPERATION WITH TOTAL STATION

4.1 Two types of operations are carried out in this present work:
i)
Staking out, and ii) General survey
4.2

Staking out of campus boundary line:
The steps involved in staking out the boundary line are as follows:
i) To carry out this operation the first step is to set up the instrument.
ii) The instrument was set up by giving input in the form of three inputs, i.e.
a) Easting
b) Northing, and
c) Elevation
iii) These inputs were entered in the Total Station so as to setup the instrument.
i) The machine input in the form of co-ordinate system [EASTING, NORTHING] for at least two points is
required (i.e. the control points). The location of these two control points must be known in the map.
ii) For back-sight reading the north direction (i.e. azimuth as zero-degree) was used and thus the setup of
instrument was completed.
iv) To know the coordinates of these two control points a commercial software was used. Using this commercial
software the coordinates of these two points were determined which are shown in fig. 1.These points can also be
established using advance surveying instrument, like DGPS, IKET etc.
i) The available map was aligned along with these established control points in Auto-CAD.
ii) The required coordinates of the points on boundary line of the map were traced out using the available map
in Auto-CAD. A sample of these traced out points in Auto-CAD is shown in fig. 2.
iii) These traced out points in Auto-CAD were staked out on ground using total station.

i)
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Fig. 1 Coordinates of control points
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Fig. 2 Points traced out using Auto-CAD
4.1 To Carry Out General Survey using Total Station.
Following steps are involved in this operation:
i) To start this operation the instrument was first. The procedure mentioned above for setting up the
instrument in stake out operation 4.2 (i –iii) was followed.
ii) The surveying work was carried out to collect the data of different points on ground. The data
information collected gets automatically stored in the machine in the form of spreadsheet.
iii) After completion of field work, the data collected in machine is transferred to Auto-CAD. Fig. 3 shows
the collected data. Fig. 4 shows the plot of data points in Auto-CAD.
iv) Using this information in AutoCAD the map was prepared.
v) After completion of field work, the data collected in machine is transferred to Auto-CAD. Fig. 3 shows
the collected data. Fig. 4 shows the plot of data points in Auto-CAD.
vi) Using this information in AutoCAD the map was prepared.
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Fig. 3 Points Given by Total Station

Fig. 4 Plot of data points

Fig. 5 University Campus Map
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V. OUTPUT OF WORK
The data collected using the stake out and general surveying operation is plotted to develop a map using Auto-CAD. The
plotted map using the surveyed area is shown in Fig. 5.
VI. CONCLUSION
Now a day the total station has remarkable performance in land survey work. It gives very precise readings, and the total
station is very popularly used. Upgraded version of total station is robotic total station which eliminates the requirement
of prism rod-man. From the survey carried out of the University campus, it can be concluded that the map prepared using
the Total station matches exactly with that of existing map. The total areas surveyed using total station was 697 Acres.
Finally it can be concluded that the advanced surveying instrument total station is not only saves time but also it gives
very precise measurements.
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